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Registry administration
 

This chapter covers 
■ Discovering the registry’s size 
■ Manipulating registry keys and values 
■ Discovering security settings on registry keys 
■ Monitoring changes on keys and values 

The registry is used to contain configur ation information about your Windows sys-
tems. It’s entirely separate from the information maintained by the WMI providers 
we discussed in chapter 3, though some of the information may overlap. 

WARNING This is the point where I issue the traditional warning about 
being careful with the registry. If you damage the registry, you may have to 
rebuild your system. I’m assuming that if you’re reading this, you aren’t 
going to deliberately wreck your system, but do be careful. Creating a sys-
tem restore point before experimenting with the registry is highly recom-
mended—use Checkpoint-Computer on a client system. 

Working with the registry on your local computer is easy because you have the registry 
provider. This means you can use the standard cmdlets ( *-Item, *-ItemProperty, 
and so on) to perform your administration tasks. If you have PowerShell v2 installed 
on all of your machines, you could use Po werShell remoting to access the registr y 
provider on your ser vers. But many organiza tions aren’t in that position, so you’ll 
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201 Accessing the registry 

need to use WMI to work with remote registries. There’s similar .NET functionality, but 
I’m not going to cover it here.

 We’ll start the chapter by looking at ho w you can access the registr y. The registr y 
size can be checked to ensure you don’ t have a problem. Also, you’ll probably spend 
more time reading registry values compared to other activities, so you need to under -
stand the data types available in the registry. Techniques to read, create, modify where 
applicable, and delete registry keys and values are presented in turn to enable you to 
manage the whole lifecycle. 

TIP When working with the registry, the paths are known as keys, and the 
actual entries are known as values, even though a registry value will have a 
name and a value. 

Security is always a concern. The registry needs to be protected from rogue actions, so 
you need to be able to check access permi ssions on particular keys. If an untoward 
action has occurred, you may need to reset the ownership of a registry key so that you 
can perform further actions on the key and its values.

 There are some keys and values that you may need to protect further. You can use 
the WMI registry events to monitor for changes to a key or its values.

 Before you can do anything, though, you need to learn how to access the registr y 
and what data types are available. 

7.1 Accessing the registry 
The registry consists of a number of areas known as hives. Each hive has a number of 
keys. When you look at these in regedit.ex e (see figure 7.1), they appear to be 
arranged in a hierarchy similar to  the filesystem. The keys can have subkeys. A key or 
subkey can act as a container for values. A registry value has a name and an actual value. 
Figure 7.1 displays these various elements. 

Figure 7.1 The 
structure of the registry 

\\$computername\root\default:StdRegprov
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WMI uses a constant numeric value to identify each hive, as you’ll see in the later sec-
tions. These constants are listed in table 7.1, together with the variables I’ll use in this 
chapter’s scripts. 

Table 7.1 Constants for accessing registr y hives 

Variable Value Hive 

$HKCR 

$HKCU 

$HKLM 

$HKUS 

$HKCC 

2147483648 

2147483649 

2147483650 

2147483651 

2147483653 

HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE 

HKEY_USERS 

HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG 

Before we dive into reading and writing in  the registr y, let’s look at a couple more 
things about it. 

TECHNIQUE 34 Test registry size 

Do you know how big the registr y is on  your systems? The registr y is created 
at machine startup from a number of files on the hard drive. If these files become 
full of rubbish, then ser ver startup time will be slower and per formance will poten-
tially suffer. 

PROBLEM 

You need to be able to test the current and maximum sizes of the registr y to ensure 
that it isn’ t becoming bloated, which coul d cause problems. Y ou need to be able to 
perform this test on local and remote machines. 

SOLUTION 

The Win32_Registry class provides the information you need to solve this problem. 
The following listing shows how you can use this class. 

Listing 7.1 Discovering the registry size 

function get-registrysize {
 
[CmdletBinding()]
 
param (

 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,


 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]

 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME"
 
)
 
PROCESS {
 
Get-WmiObject -Class Win32_Registry -ComputerName $computername |
 
Select CurrentSize, ProposedSize, MaximumSize, Status,
 
@{Name="InstallationDate";Expression={$_.ConvertToDateTime($_.InstallDate)}}
 
}
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This function is similar in structure to the functions you saw in the previous chapter. If 
you’re automating the documentation of yo ur systems, you may want to include this 
function. I do!

 The function takes a computer name as a parameter and calls the Win32_Registry 
class. The appropriate properties are displayed by piping the WMI object into 
Select-Object. 

DISCUSSION 

Converting WMI dates into a readable format was covered in detail in chapter 4.
 One potential enhancement to this function would be to add a calculation of regis-

try size as a percentage of the maximum size of the registry, as configured for that sys-
tem. This gives a more immediate indicator of the size and potential issues. After the 
Status property in listing 7.1, add this line of code: 

@{N="PercSize"; E={"{0:F3}" -f $(($($_.CurrentSize)/
 
$($_.MaximumSize))*100)}},
 

The comma at the end is required so that the date conversion is still part of the state-
ment. In this snippet, I used N and E as abbreviations for Name and Expression respec-
tively. This is valid PowerShell, but I generally use the full versions for clarity.

 Now that you know the registr y size, you need to think about reading the registr y 
itself. In figure 7.1 the values are shown with data types such as REG_SZ. You need to 
know the type before you can read the data on a particular value. 

TECHNIQUE 35 Discovering registry data types 

The registr y can store multiple data ty pes, including strings, numbers, and binar y 
data. Table 7.2 lists the data types you’ll meet most commonly.  

Table 7.2 Registry data types 

Method Data type Comments 

GetBinaryValue 

GetDWORDValue 

GetExpandedStringValue 

GetMultiStringValue 

GetQWORDValue 

GetStringValue 

REG_BINARY 

REG_DWORD 

REG_EXPAND_SZ 

REG_MULTI_SZ 

REG_QWORD 

REG_SZ 

Returns an array of bytes 

Returns a 32-bit number 

Returns expanded references to environ
mental variables, such as %SYSTEMROOT% 

Returns multiple string values, such as 
"A","B","C","D" 

Returns a 64-bit number 

Returns a string 

One of the difficulties when working with th e registr y is that you need to use a dif-
ferent WMI method to access each data type. These methods are listed in the first 
column of table 7.2. A similar set of methods exists to write to the registry (for exam-
ple, SetDWORDValue). 
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 Before you can successfully read the registry you have to understand the data types 
you’re dealing with. 

PROBLEM 

You need to check on a registr y value across many machines in your environment to 
ensure that they’re configured correctly . Unfortunately, you don’ t know the correct 
data type to access the value. 

SOLUTION 

The WMI registry provider supplies a method known as EnumValues. Listing 7.2 shows 
how you can utilize this method. The fu nction accepts a number of parameters 
including hive type, registry key, and computer name. The computer name defaults to 
“$env:COMPUTERNAME”, which is the local machine.

 The parameters for the hive and the key both carry a mandatory tag. This means 
that if you don’t supply them, you’ll be prompted for them. That’s a lot of functional-
ity for adding one line of code to the parameter definition! The hive parameter is also 
tested against the set of valid hive types. PowerShell is the per fect doorman—if it isn’t 
on the list it doesn’t get in. 

Listing 7.2 Discovering registry value types 

function get-regvaluetype {
 
[CmdletBinding()]
 
param(

 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("HKCR", "HKCU", "HKLM", "HKUS", "HKCC")]

 $hive,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$key,


 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,

 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]


 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME" 
) 
PROCESS { B Set hive 

constantswitch ($hive) { 

"HKCR" {$rh = 2147483648}


 "HKCU" {$rh = 2147483649}

 "HKLM" {$rh = 2147483650}

 "HKUS" {$rh = 2147483651}

 "HKCC" {$rh = 2147483653}
 
}
 C	 Lookup table 

for data types$regtype = DATA { 

ConvertFrom-StringData -StringData @'
 
1 = REG_SZ
 
2 = REG_EXPAND_SZ
 
3 = REG_BINARY
 
4 = REG_DWORD
 
7 = REG_MULTI_SZ
 
'@
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}
 D	 WMI registry 
provider$reg = [wmiclass]\\$computername\root\default:StdRegprov 


$data = $reg.EnumValues($rh, $key)
 
$x = ($data.snames).Length
 

E Displayfor ($i=0; $i -le $x; $i++){"{0,-30} {1}" -f

values$($data.snames[$i]), $regtype["$($data.types[$i])"] } 


}}
 

A switch statement B is used to set the hive constant based on the input parameter. A 
hash table is created, holding the possible data types C. This is the same technique 
you saw in chapters 5 and 6.

 The registr y provider can’t be accessed using Get-WmiObject D. You have to use 
[wmiclass] to create an instance of the class that you can then populate. Chapter 3 
covers the [wmiclass] type accelerator in detail. 

NOTE I deliberately used the StdRegprov class from the root\default 
namespace. In Windows Vista, Windows 2008, and later, the registry classes 
are also available in the root\cimv2 namespace. I’ve used root\default for 
consistency with earlier versions of Windows. 

The EnumValues method is used with the hive and key as parameters to retrieve the 
registry values associated with that particular key . The names and data types are dis-
played in a formatted string E. This listing also uses an extra line of code to get the 
number of values, to keep the loop coding simpler. 

DISCUSSION 

The function is loaded as part of the chap ter module, or the individual listing can be 
run. Remember to dot-source the listing! 

 Advanced functions are used in the same way as cmdlets, as you can see in the fol-
lowing example: 

get-regvaluetype -hive HKLM `
 
-key "SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion"
 

The results of running this example are shown in figure 7.2. 

Figure 7.2 Displaying registry value types 
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In this particular case, you have strings ( REG_SZ) and expanded strings 
(REG_EXPAND_SZ). 

NOTE Setting the hive constant in each fu nction is inefficient. In the next 
listing you’ll move this functionality into  a separate function so that it can be 
reused easily. 

Now that you know how to discover data types, you can move on to reading the registry. 

7.2 Reading the registry 
Reading the registry comprises two separate actions: 

■ Reading a registry key to find subkeys 
■ Reading registry values 

We’ll start by reading a registry key. 

TECHNIQUE 36 Reading registry keys 

One nice thing about working with the registr y through WMI is that the same pattern 
of code is repeated. You’ll see this and you’ll also see the function for setting the hive 
constant that I promised earlier. 

PROBLEM 

An application requires a particular subkey to be present. You need to be able to test 
remote systems to determine whether this key is present to troubleshoot a problem. 

SOLUTION 

The solution to this problem is shown in lis ting 7.3. It consists of two functions: set-
HiveValue and get-regkey. The set-HiveValue function accepts a hive, such as 
HKLM, as a parameter and returns the appropriate constant using the switch state-
ment you saw in listing 7.2. You don’t need to test the hive name because it’s tested in 
the parent function. 

TIP If you load the chapter module, the set-HiveValue function will be 
automatically loaded for you. If you use the listings individually, cut and paste 
the set-HiveValue function into another script and be sure to run it first. 

Listing 7.3 Reading registry keys 

function set-HiveValue {
 
param([string]$hive)
 
switch ($hive) {

 "HKCR" {$rh = 2147483648}

 "HKCU" {$rh = 2147483649}

 "HKLM" {$rh = 2147483650}

 "HKUS" {$rh = 2147483651}

 "HKCC" {$rh = 2147483653}
 
}

 $rh
 
}
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function get-regkey {
 
[CmdletBinding()]
 
param (

 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("HKCR", "HKCU", "HKLM", "HKUS", "HKCC")]

 $hive,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$key,


 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,

 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]


 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME"
 
)
 
PROCESS {
 
$rh = set-HiveValue $hive
 
$reg = [wmiclass]"\\$computername\root\default:StdRegprov"
 
$subkeys = $reg.EnumKey($rh, $key)
 
switch ($subkeys.ReturnValue){

 0 {$subkeys.snames; break}

 2 {"Key $key not found"; break}

 default {"Error has occurred"; break}
 
}
 
}}
 

The get-regkey (remember the PowerShell verb-nou n naming conventions) takes a 
hive and key as mandatory parameters. The computer name is an optional parameter. 
A call is made to set-HiveValue to get the hive constant.

 An instance of StdRegprov (the registr y provider) is created so that you can 
retrieve the subkeys using the EnumKey method. This takes the hive constant and key 
as parameters, as do most of the registry methods.

 The switch statement is an example of the type of error handling that can be used 
with these functions. It tests the return value, and if the value is 0 it prints the subkeys; 
otherwise an error message is shown. I have n’t done this in all the examples in the 
chapter for brevity. 

DISCUSSION 

Being able to read registry keys is fundamental to working with the registr y. It’s worth 
experimenting with this function. As well as returning subkeys, the function can also be 
used to test whether a key is present. Try the following code after loading the function: 

get-regkey -hive HKLM -key "SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services"
 

The output will be a list of services. If the key doesn’t exist, however, an error message 
will be displayed. This can be illustrated by tr ying this version which has deliberately 
misspelled the final part of the registry key: 

get-regkey -hive HKLM -key "SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Servicez"
 

You’ll receive a message stating that the key doesn’t exist. Two purposes fulfilled with 
one function—that’s productivity! 
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 Reading the registry keys is step one. Step two is to drop down a level and read the 
values. 

TECHNIQUE 37 Reading registry values 

Reading registr y values is where the real administrative effort lies. These are the 
entries that control the configuration of your systems and can potentially cause prob-
lems, especially if they are wrong. 

PROBLEM 

You need to be able to read registry values for an arbitrar y key. The function must 
work across a number of hives and with the standard registr y data types. A generic 
function of this sort will save you from having to recreate scripts. 

SOLUTION 

You’ve seen how to work with multiple hives in previous listings in this chapter . You 
need to add the ability to read multiple data types. The following listing shows how 
you can perform this task. 

Listing 7.4 Reading registry values 

function get-regvalue {
 
[CmdletBinding()]
 
param (

 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("HKCR", "HKCU", "HKLM", "HKUS", "HKCC")]

 $hive,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$key,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$value,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("DWORD", "EXPANDSZ", "MULTISZ", "QWORD", "SZ")]

 $type,


 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,

 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]


 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME"
 
)
 
PROCESS {
 
$rh = set-HiveValue $hive
 
$reg = [wmiclass]"\\$computername\root\default:StdRegprov"switch ($type) {
 
"DWORD" {$data =


 ➥ ($reg.GetDwordValue($rh, $key, $value)).uvalue} 
"EXPANDSZ" {$data =

 ➥ ($reg.GetExpandedStringValue($rh, $key, $value)).svalue} 
"MULTISZ" {$data =

 ➥ ($reg.GetMultiStringValue($rh, $key, $value)).svalue} 
"QWORD" {$data =

 ➥ ($reg.GetQwordValue($rh, $key, $value)).uvalue} 
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"SZ" {$data =


 ➥ ($reg.GetStringValue($rh, $key, $value)).svalue} 
} 
$data 
}} 

The get-regvalue function builds on listing 7.3.  The parameters for the hive, key , 
and computer name work as described earlier . Y ou add a parameter ( $type) to 
describe the data type. This parameter will automatically validate the data it’ s given 
against the set of acceptable values.

 The hive constant and WMI registry provider are configured. A switch statement is 
used to per form the hard work. The registr y data type is tested, and the appropriate 
method is used to read the data.

 The code extracts the value from the data returned by WMI. An svalue indicates a 
string and a uvalue indicates a numeric. The data is returned to the user. 

DISCUSSION 

This function may seem complicated, given the variety of data that can be entered for 
the hive and the data type. The following examples will show how it works. 

This first example retrieves a DWORD value: 

get-regvalue -hive HKLM `
 
-key "SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\BITS" `
 
-value "LogFileMinMemory" -type DWORD
 

This reads the LogFileMinMemory value and returns a result of 120 on my system. 
 The second example reads a string value—in this case, the Common Files directory: 

get-regvalue -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion" `
 
-value "CommonFilesDir" -type SZ
 

This returns the expected result of C:\Program Files\Common Files. 
 Our final example reads an expanded stri ng. The path for program files is a good 

example: 

get-regvalue -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion" `
 
-value "ProgramFilesPath" -type EXPANDSZ
 

It returns C:\Program Files, and it’s stored in the registry as %ProgramFiles%. Its value 
can be checked using $env:ProgramFiles.

 Often you’ll want to read a number of keys at the same time. 

TECHNIQUE 38 Enumerating keys and values 

There are times when reading a single valu e is insufficient. Y ou must read multiple 
keys and extract a value from each of them. This is known as enumeration. 

PROBLEM 

You need to discover what software is insta lled on your ser vers. This is to determine 
what they’re doing and will help complete the documentation of the servers. 
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SOLUTION 

You can restrict the number of parameters you need for the function in the following 
listing because you know exactly what you want to read. The computer name defaults 
to the local system, which is always good for testing. In this type of case, I tend to 
develop a script to give a specific result rather than tr y to be too generic. The registry 
key could be made a parameter to provide a more generic approach. 

Listing 7.5 List installed software 

function get-software {
 
[CmdletBinding()]
 
param (

 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,


 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]

 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME"
 

)
 
PROCESS {
 
$rh = set-HiveValue "HKLM"
 
$key = "SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall"
 
$reg = [wmiclass]"\\$computername\root\default:StdRegprov"$subkeys = 


$reg.EnumKey($rh, $key)
 
$subkeys.snames |

 foreach {

 if ($_ -notlike "{*}") {

 $key2 = "$key\$_"

 $value = "DisplayName"

 $name = $reg.GetStringValue($rh, $key2, $value)

 if (($name.sValue -ne "") -and


 ($name.sValue -notlike "*(KB*)*")){

 $name.sValue


 }

 }


 }
 
}}
 

You can use the set-HiveValue function to set the hive co nstant. You give an explicit 
value rather than a variable. The key is also set. Y ou can enumerate the subkeys of a 
key by using the EnumKey method. 

TIP This code doesn’t show all installed software. The Win32_Product 
class should be used as well as this code to retrieve a fuller list of installed 
software. 

The names of the keys are returned. Each name is tested to ensure it isn’ t a value in 
braces. The original key and the subkey names are joined and used to retrieve the dis-
play name of the software, which is displayed. 

DISCUSSION 

This may seem complicated if you have used the PowerShell registry provider. You can 
accomplish the same task with this code: 
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Get-ChildItem `
 
-Path HKLM:SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall |
 
where {$_.Name -notlike "*{*" } |
 
foreach { Get-ItemProperty -Path $($_.PSPAth) -Name DisplayName |
 
select DisplayName}
 

The drawback here is that you can’t use provider-based code on remote machines.
 Being able to read registry values is a good thing. Being able to create or modify 

them is even better. 

7.3 Creating and modifying registry keys and values 
Making modifications to systems is an essential part of being able to administer them. 
You can make bulk changes to the registry by using Group Policies ( GPOs), but in 
many cases you only need to modify a single value or create a single key. A PowerShell 
function is a simpler, easier, and safer proposition. 

WARNING You’ll need administrator privileges to be able to write to the regis-
try or to perform deletions. Run PowerShell with elevated privileges for these 
examples.

 Before you can create a value, you need to create a key. 

TECHNIQUE 39 Creating registry keys 

At this point, I need to emphasize my warning from the beginning of the chapter . 
You’ll be making changes to the registr y, so be careful. It’s a good idea to create a sys-
tem restore point before working with these examples. 

WARNING These examples worked on my test system. There’s no guarantee that 
they’ll work on your system. Please test them thoroughly in your environment. 

PROBLEM 

You need to create a registry key on one or more machines. 

SOLUTION 

There is a CreateKey method on the registry provider that will perform the key-cre-
ation task. The use of this method is shown in the following listing. 

Listing 7.6 Create registry key 

function new-regkey {
 
[CmdletBinding()]
 
param (

 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("HKCR", "HKCU", "HKLM", "HKUS", "HKCC")]

 $hive,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$key,


 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,

 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]
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 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME"
 
)
 
PROCESS {
 
$rh = set-HiveValue $hive
 
$reg = [wmiclass]"\\$computername\root\default:StdRegprov"$reg.CreateKey($rh, 


$key)
 
}}
 

The usual hive, key, and computer parameters are input to the function. In this case, 
the key doesn’t exist. The hive constant is obtained and an instance of the WMI regis-
try provider is created. A call to the CreateKey method using the hive and key com-
pletes the function and creates the new key. 

DISCUSSION 

You could extend the script by incorporating the code from listing 7.3, testing the out-
put from that portion of code, and creating the key if it doesn’t exist.

 The function is used like this: 

new-regkey -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\PAW"
 

This example creates a key on the local ma chine. You can test whether it has worked 
by using the PowerShell registry provider: 

Test-Path HKLM:\SOFTWARE\PAW
 

If we use something like this, 

new-regkey -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\PAW\Ch7"
 

the full path will be created (the PAW subkey will be created with its own subkey of Ch7).
 That’s how you create keys, but what about setting values? 

TECHNIQUE 40 Setting registry values 

When you want to set or create registr y values, you’re faced with the same problem 
you had in technique 37, in that you have to be able to deal with multiple data types. It 
would be possible to create one function per data type, but that sounds like a lot of 
repetitious coding to me. It’ s also harder to maintain. When creating scripts, always 
think about how you’re going to maintain them. 

TIP I recommend that you always add comments to your scripts, even if they’re 
simple reminders of what the script does. I haven’t used them in the scripts in 
this book for brevity and because I’m explaining the scripts in the text. 

PROBLEM 

You have to modify, or create if it isn’t present, a registry value on a number of servers. 

SOLUTION 

You can amend listing 7.4 to provide the solution, as demonstrated in the following 
listing. The set-regvalue function (notice I’m using approved verbs) takes the hive, 
key, value, type, and computer parameters you saw in listing 7.4. Remember that the 
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value parameter takes the value name. In addition, you have three parameters you can 
use to supply the data to be written into the registry. 

Listing 7.7 Set registry value 

function set-regvalue {
 
[CmdletBinding()]
 
param (

 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("HKCR", "HKCU", "HKLM", "HKUS", "HKCC")]

 $hive,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$key,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$value,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("DWORD", "EXPANDSZ", "MULTISZ", "QWORD", "SZ")]

 $type,


 [string]$svalue,


 [int32]$dvalue,


 [int64]$qvalue,


 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,

 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]


 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME"
 
)
 
PROCESS { switch ($type) {
 
"DWORD" {$data = ($reg.SetDwordValue($rh, $key, $value, $dvalue))}
 
"EXPANDSZ" {$data = ($reg.GetExpandedStringValue($rh, $key, $value, 


$svalue))}
 
"MULTISZ" {$data = ($reg.GetMultiStringValue($rh, $key, $value, $svalue))}
 
"QWORD" {$data = ($reg.SetQwordValue($rh, $key, $value, $qvalue))}
 
"SZ" {$data = ($reg.SetStringValue($rh, $key, $value, $svalue))}
 
}
 
if ($data.ReturnValue -eq 0) {"Setting $key\$value was successful"}
 
else {"Setting $key\$value was unsuccessful"}
 
}}
 

The hive constant and registry provider are set. A switch statement is used to call the 
appropriate method based on the data type. If the registr y value exists, it’ s updated; 
otherwise it’s created and the data written into it. A test of the WMI return code deter-
mines whether the registry value was updated successfully. 

DISCUSSION 

Here are two examples (for a string and a DWORD respectively) that show how to use 
the function. These are the value types you’ll deal with most often: 
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set-regvalue -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\PAW" `
 
-value "stringvalue" -type SZ -svalue "This is a string"
 
get-regvalue -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\PAW" `
 
-value "stringvalue" -type SZ
 
set-regvalue -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\PAW" `
 
-value "integervalue" -type dword -dvalue 98
 
get-regvalue -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\PAW" `
 
-value "integervalue" -type DWORD
 

Each example of using set-regvalue is followed by the equivalent get-regvalue to 
show that it has been set.

 The last part of our registry lifecycle is to delete keys and values. 

7.4 Deleting registry keys 
All good things come to an end, and that includes the registr y keys you’ve come to 
know and love. Sooner or later you’re faced with the task of deleting registry keys and 
values. This section will show you the most painless way to perform this task.

 The order of play is reversed, compared to the earlier sections, and we’ll start with 
registry values. 

TECHNIQUE 41 Deleting registry values 

You first created keys and then values, and here you’ll reverse this to delete values and 
then keys. If you delete the key , you dele te all subkeys and associated values, which 
may be a bit heavy-handed. 

PROBLEM 

A registr y value has become obsolete be cause software versions have changed or 
because some other aspect of your system has been modified. Y ou need to be able to 
delete this value across one or more machines. 

SOLUTION 

You can use the pattern established in earlie r scripts. The following listing illustrates 
how this will work. The usual parameters are accepted—hive, key , value, and com-
puter. The hive is tested to ensure it’s part of the accepted set of values. 

Listing 7.8 Delete registry value 

function remove-regvalue {
 
[CmdletBinding()]
 
param (

 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("HKCR", "HKCU", "HKLM", "HKUS", "HKCC")]

 $hive,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$key,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$value,
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 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,

 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]


 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME"
 
)
 
PROCESS {
 
$rh = set-HiveValue $hive
 
$reg = [wmiclass]"\\$computername\root\default:StdRegprov"
 
$reg.DeleteValue($rh, $key, $value)
 
}}
 

The hive constant and registr y provider instance are created. The WMI registry pro-
vider supplies a method called DeleteValue, which takes the hive, key , and value as 
arguments. 

DISCUSSION 

The function follows the same standards as the rest of the functions in the chapter. It’s 
used as follows: 

remove-regvalue -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\PAW" -value "stringvalue"
 

This will remove the stringvalue from the SOFTWARE\PAW key in the HKLM hive. 

WARNING Remember that with WMI methods, you don’t get the standard 
PowerShell -Confirm or -WhatIf options. Deletion will occur immediately. 

It’s now time to bring out the big guns to delete registry keys. Given that you use the 
DeleteValue method to remove registry values, can you guess what you’ll use to delete 
registry keys? 

TECHNIQUE 42 Deleting registry keys 

Deleting registry keys removes the key, all subkeys, and all associated values. Re-creating 
a value that has been deleted in error is a relatively simple task. Re-creating a registr y 
key can be a lot more work. I recommend exporting the key on a test machine prior to 
any widespread deletion activity. This will make it available for restore operations. 

PROBLEM 

A piece of software has been removed from  your machines. Unfortunately it didn’ t 
perform a clean uninstall and left a registry key behind. You need to remove that reg-
istry key. 

SOLUTION 

You can adapt listing 7.8 to use the DeleteKey method. This is shown in in the follow-
ing listing. 

Listing 7.9 Delete registry key 

function remove-regkey {
 
[CmdletBinding()]
 
param (

 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("HKCR", "HKCU", "HKLM", "HKUS", "HKCC")]
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 $hive,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$key,


 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,

 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]


 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME"
 
)
 
PROCESS {
 
$rh = set-HiveValue $hive
 
$reg = [wmiclass]"\\$computername\root\default:StdRegprov"
 
$reg.DeleteKey($rh, $key)
 
}}
 

The difference between listings 7.8 and 7.9 is that in 7.9 you don’t have a parameter to 
get the value, and you use the DeleteKey method of the WMI registry provider. 

DISCUSSION 

The function is used as follows: 

remove-regkey -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\PAW"
 

On a local machine, you can test that the deletion has worked by using the PowerShell 
registry provider: 

Test-Path HKLM:\SOFTWARE\PAW
 

This should return a value of False, indicating that the key can’t be found.
 Security is extremely important, and the registry needs to be protected. Do you 

know who has permission to access your registry keys? 

7.5 Registry access rights 
In a Windows environment, security permi ssions, or access rights, are set on the 
object. These permissions control what you, as an individual, can do with that object— 
read, write, delete, and so on.

 Permissions on registry keys are usually set when the key is created. These permis-
sions are then normally sufficient for the li fetime of the object. Occasionally a prob-
lem will occur that can be traced back to pe rmissions on registr y keys. At that time, 
you need to be able to discover the permissions on a particular key.

 If the permissions on a key become co rrupted for any reason, you may need to 
take ownership of the key so that the problem can be corrected. 

TECHNIQUE 43 Reading access rights 

You have two potential methods of reading the access rights on a registry key. You can 
discover all of the rights of all of the user s, or you can discover the rights that you 
have. In the tradition of the little boy in  the sweetshop, when you’re faced with a 
choice, grab both. 
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PROBLEM 

A particular registr y key appears to be gi ving problems and is preventing a piece of 
software from working. Y ou need to check the access rights on the key to determine 
whether they need changing. The rights of all users need to be checked, as well as  
your individual rights. 

SOLUTION 

When you’re faced with two choices, as in this case, you have a number of options: 

■ Create two scripts 
■	 Return both sets of data, even thou gh you may only need one set in most 

situations 
■ Use a mechanism to switch between the options 

You’ll use the latter choice in the following listing and switch between the options. 
PowerShell provides the [switch] data type for just this situation. The switch param-
eter defaults to false, but when you supply it to the function, its value is set to true 

and a different branch of the code is executed. 

Listing 7.10 Discovering reg istry key security settings 

$regmask = DATA { 
 Lookup 

ConvertFrom-StringData -StringData @' B data
 
1 = Query the values of a Registry key.
 
2 = Create, delete, or set a Registry value.
 
4 = Create a subkey of a Registry key.
 
8 = Enumerate the subkeys of a Registry key.
 
32 = Create a Registry key.
 
65536 = Delete a Registry key.
 
524288 = Write Ownership
 
'@
 
}
 C	 Function 

parametersfunction get-regsecurity { 

[CmdletBinding()]
 
param (

 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]

 [Validateset("HKCR", "HKCU", "HKLM", "HKUS", "HKCC")]

 $hive,


 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]

 [string]$key,


 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,

 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]


 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME",


 [switch]$all
 
)
 
PROCESS {
 
$rh = set-HiveValue $hive
 
$reg = [wmiclass]"\\$computernamename\
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 ➥ root\default:StdRegprov" Registry 
D provider

if ($all) {

 $sd = $reg.GetSecurityDescriptor($rh, $key) 
 All 

E permissions"Owner "

 $sd.Descriptor.Owner | Format-Table Domain, Name -AutoSize


 $sd.Descriptor.DACL | foreach {

 "`n$($_.Trustee.Domain)/$($_.Trustee.Name)"

 $accessmask = $_.AccessMask
 F	 Display 

permissions$regmask.GetEnumerator()| sort Key | 

foreach {

 if ($accessmask -band $_.key){

 "$($regmask[$($_.key)])"


 }

 }


 } 
} 
else { G Your 

permissions"You have the following permissions:" 


$regmask.GetEnumerator()| sort Key |

 foreach {

 $test = Invoke-WmiMethod -InputObject $reg `

 -Name CheckAccess -ArgumentList $rh, $key, $($_.Key)

 if ($test){

 " $($regmask[$($_.key)])"


 }

 }
 

}
 

}}
 

The script starts by defining a hash table B as lookup data. 
 If you’re familiar with the permissions set on files, you’ll notice that these are dif-

ferent. The function defines a number of parameters C. The [switch] parameter 
defaults to false, remember. The hive constant and registry provider are also set D. 

Now you get to the decision point. If the $all parameter is true (the switch has 
been set) E, you retrieve the security descriptor of the registry key. 

NOTE The security descriptor structure is described in the documentation 
for the Win32_SecurityDescriptor class. 

The object owner can be displayed using the Owner property of the descriptor . The 
access mask is held as a collection. For each member of the collection, you display the 
user (or group) and get the access mask.

 You need to get the enumerator of your lookup table and sort it by the key F. That 
way you can compare each value in order against the access mask to determine if that 
permission is set.

 If the -all switch isn’ t set G, you’re looking for your own permissions. This is a 
simpler proposition. You sort the lookup tabl e as before, but you use each hash table 
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key in turn as an argument to the CheckAccess method. If the test is passed, you print 
the permission. 

DISCUSSION 

The function is used as follows: 

get-regsecurity -hive HKLM -key "SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion"
 

If all permissions are required, the -all parameter is added to the end.
 We’ll be working more with security descriptors in chapters 8 and 14. Being able to 

read access permissions is a useful skill, bu t you’ll sometimes need to go further and 
take control of the key. 

TECHNIQUE 44 Taking ownership of a registry key 

Once you have ownership of an object, such as a registry key, you can do anything with it. 

TIP The WMI SetSecurityDescriptor method can only be used on Win-
dows Vista and above or Windows Serv er 2008 and above. Downlevel operat-
ing systems won’t be able to use this meth od and will return an error. In that 
case, you’ll have to use a .NET-based solution. I will post a .NET version on my 
blog. It’s also included in the source code as listing 7.11a. 

PROBLEM 

The permissions on a registr y key have be come corrupted. You need to take owner -
ship of the key so that you can resolve the issue. 

SOLUTION 

This solution is based on an answer provided by PowerShell MVP Vadims Podans to a 
question on the PowerShell MVP mailing list.

 The following listing shows how you can use PowerShell and WMI to take owner -
ship of a registr y key. If you compare it to  listing 7.10, you’ll notice that you’re still 
working with the security descriptor. 

Listing 7.11 Take ownership of a registry key 

function set-regkeyowner { 
[CmdletBinding()] 
param (

Set parameters
B and constants 

[parameter(Mandatory=$true)]
 [string]
 [Validateset("HKCR", "HKCU", "HKLM", "HKUS", "HKCC")]
 $hive,

 [parameter(Mandatory=$true)]
 [string]$key,

 [parameter(ValueFromPipeline=$true,
 ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName=$true)]

 [string]$computername="$env:COMPUTERNAME" 
) 
PROCESS { 
$rh = set-HiveValue $hive 
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$reg = [wmiclass]"\\$computername\root\default:StdRegprov" 
$Trustee=([WMIClass]"Win32_Trustee").CreateInstance() 
$sd=([WMIClass]"Win32_SecurityDescriptor"). C Create 

objects➥ CreateInstance() 

$user = New-Object -TypeName Security.Principal.NTaccount `
 
-ArgumentList "Administrators" 
 Create 

administrator$sid=$user.Translate([Security.Principal.SecurityIdentifier])
 
D account[byte[]] $SIDArray = ,0 * $sid.BinaryLength
 

$sid.GetBinaryForm($SIDArray,0) 


E Set SID 
$Trustee.Name = "Administrators"
 
$Trustee.SID = $SIDArray 
 Set 
$sd.Owner = $Trustee
 F properties 
$sd.ControlFlags = 524288
 G	 Take 

ownership$reg.Scope.Options.EnablePrivileges = $true 

$reg.SetSecurityDescriptor($rh,$key, $sd)
 
}}
 

The function commences by taking the usual parameters B and setting the hive con-
stant and registr y provider. You then create two WMI objects C. The first is from the 
Win32_Trustee class, which you use to hold th e information about the new owner of 
the registr y key. The second is from the Win32_SecurityDescriptor class, which 
you use to take ownership. 

TIP I have assumed that this script will be run on the local machine. Accessing 
the registry remotely to perform these changes adds an additional layer of risk. 
In that situation, use PowerShell remoting to create the connection, and use the 
-FilePath parameter to run a local script with this function embedded. 

The security descriptor has to be populated with information. You start by creating an 
object representing the new owner D. This uses a . NET class, because you can’ t per-
form this task in WMI. The user’s Security Identifier (SID) is created in binary form E 
and used with the name to create the trustee information F. The trustee and the con-
trol flags are used to create the security descriptor . The value of 524288 for the con-
trol flag indicates that the account (or gro up in this listing) you have created will be 
taking ownership of the registry key.

 You need to enable all of your privileges on the registry provider G. This has to be 
performed even if you’ve started PowerShell with elevated privileges. The final act of 
the function is to apply the security descriptor, which transfers ownership of the regis-
try key to the Administrators group. 

DISCUSSION 

Using this function is a lot easier than de scribing it. The hive and key are provided as 
follows: 

set-regkeyowner -hive HKLM -key software\PAW
 

These two parameters are mandator y, so yo u’ll be prompted for them if they aren’ t 
supplied. The function uses the built-in local Administrators group as the new owner. 
This could be modified, but I recommend leaving it in place. 
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 One last topic and then we’re finished with the registry. You can be more proactive 
with your registr y administ ration by monitoring the WMI events related to registr y 
changes. 

7.6 Registry events 
You’ve seen how the PowerShell and WMI eventing engines combine in chapter 6. You 
use a WMI query to interrogate the appropriate event class. The Register-WmiEvent 

cmdlet is used to register this quer y with the PowerShell event engine and define the 
actions to be taken when the event is triggered. The registr y WMI provider supplies 
similar functionality using the classes listed in table 7.3. 

Table 7.3 Registry event handling classes 

Class Purpose 

RegistryKeyChangeEvent Represents changes to a specific key (not its subkeys) 

RegistryTreeChangeEvent Represents changes to a key and its subkeys 

RegistryValueChangeEvent Represents changes to a singular value of a specific key 

Notice the difference between RegistryKeyChangeEvent and RegistryTreeChange-
Event. The first one monitors only a specific key, but the second also monitors subkeys 
and values. 

WARNING HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT and HKEY_CURRENT_USER hives aren’t sup-
ported by the registry event classes listed in table 7.3. In most cases, this won’t 
impact you because you’re not likely to work directly with these hives. 

This technique can be useful for determin ing which keys are modified during a soft-
ware install. 

TECHNIQUE 45 Monitoring registry events 

It has been stated many, many times that the registry is a potential source of problems 
in Windows environments. Y ou have to prot ect it, and you need to know what’ s hap-
pening and, in some cases, when change s are made. A registr y change that sneaks 
through and takes down the organization’s email server won’t look good on a resume. 

PROBLEM 

The registry is being changed on a server. How can you monitor when the changes are 
occurring and which subkeys are affected? 

SOLUTION 

Listing 7.12 provides a template that you ca n modify as required to monitor registr y 
events. This listing shows you how to monito r change events at the tree and value lev-
els. Key event changes could be added using the same structure. Notice that I haven’t 
parameterized this script. I think this activi ty should be explicitly set up rather than 
using generic code, because it’s not something you’re likely to be doing every day. 
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Listing 7.12 Monitor registry events 

function valuechange { 

param ($e)

 Write-Host "The following value has changed"

 $e.SourceEventArgs.NewEvent |

 Format-Table Hive, KeyPath, ValueName,

 @{N="Time"; B Define event
E={$([datetime]::FromFileTime($_.TIME_CREATED))}} | handling 

functionsOut-Host
 
}
 

function treechange { 

param ($e)

 Write-Host "The following tree has changed"

 $e.SourceEventArgs.NewEvent |

 Format-Table Hive, RootPath,

 @{N="Time";

 E={$([datetime]::FromFileTime($_.TIME_CREATED))}} |

 Out-Host
 
}
 

if (Get-EventSubscriber | 

where {$_.SourceIdentifier -eq "regvalue"}) {
 

Clean eventUnregister-Event -SourceIdentifier "regvalue" } C 
subscribers 

if (Get-EventSubscriber | 

where {$_.SourceIdentifier -eq "regtree"}) {
 
Unregister-Event -SourceIdentifier "regtree" }
 

$vquery = "SELECT * FROM RegistryValueChangeEvent WHERE 


➥ Hive='HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE' AND KeyPath='SOFTWARE\\PAW' AND CreateD➥ ValueName='stringvalue'" event 
queries$tquery = "SELECT * FROM RegistryTreeChangeEvent WHERE 


➥ Hive='HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE' AND RootPath='SOFTWARE\\PAW'" 

$vaction = {valuechange $($event)} 
 Create event 
$taction = {treechange $($event)} E actions 
Register-WmiEvent -Query $vquery ` 
 Register 
-SourceIdentifier "regvalue" -Action $vaction F events 
Register-WmiEvent -Query $tquery ` 
-SourceIdentifier "regtree" -Action $taction 

You start by defining two functions to handle the events that are produced B. The 
functions for value changes and tree change s are similar in that they’re passed the 
event as an argument and then write out th e registr y object that has been changed 
and the time the change occurred. Other acti vities could be included in these func-
tions, including checking the data in particular values and resetting it if required. The 
event-handling functions use N and E as abbreviations for Name and Expression for 
brevity. The script will run, but this abbreviation makes it slightly less readable. 

WMI events return the time in file time format, which is a 64-bit value that repre-
sents the number of 100-nanosecond intervals that have elapsed since 12:00 A.M. on 1 
January 1601 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). The .NET DateTime class provides a 
simple way to convert this value to a more readable format. 
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 When registering events, you have to supply a source identifier. If a particular source 
identifier exists, you need to delete it to enable the script to run C. WMI queries are cre-
ated D to retrieve the events. You have to supply the key and value you want to monitor 
in the query. It’s possible to monitor the root of the hive to get all changes.

 Two simple actions are created to pass the event into your event-handling func-
tions E. The script then registers the events, supplying the query and the actions F. 

DISCUSSION 

This script isn’t included in the chapter module. It can be invoked as 

. ./Listing7.12.ps1.
 

Feel free to change the name to something more meaningful if you desire. 
 The PowerShell a nd WMI functionality provided in this chapter will allow you to 

become an expert in administering the registry in a safe and productive manner. I must 
emphasize again that registry changes must be tested before using them in production. 

7.7 Summary 
In this chapter you’ve learned several things about working with the registry: 

■ The structure of the registry 
■ How to read, write, and create registry keys and values 
■ How delete objects from the registry 
■ How the security on registry objects works and how to change it 
■ How to monitor changes to the registry 

This functionality will help protect your environment and allow you to safely adminis-
ter a fundamental part of your Windows systems.

 In chapter 8, we’ll look at the filesyste m and how you can work with files, folders, 
and shares. 
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